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NUMERICAL EVALUATION OF CAUCHY PRINCIPAL
VALUE INTEGRALS WITH SINGULAR INTEGRANDS

PHILIP RABINOWITZ

Abstract. Convergence results are proved for sequences of interpolatory inte-

gration rules for Cauchy principal value integrals of the form

-l

k(x)(f(x)/(x-X))dx,        -1<A<1,
-i

when  f(x)   is singular at a point  { / À  and the singularity is ignored or

avoided.

/:'

1. Introduction

In this paper we shall be concerned with the numerical evaluation of Cauchy

principal value (CPV) integrals of the form

(1) I(kf;X):=-f   k(x)^\dx,        -Kkl,
y_i      x — a

where k and / are such that I(kf; X) exists but where / is unbounded in

the neighborhood of a point £ e J := [-1, 1] with £, ̂  X. The purpose of this

paper is to determine those cases in which the numerical method is decoupled

with respect to the two singular points t\ and X, and those in which there is an

influence of one singularity on the other.

A particular choice of k occurs when k = v , where v G A , the set of all

admissible weight functions, i.e., v > 0 on J and 0 < Hull! < oo. A special

vgA for which we will give most of our specific results is the generalized

smooth Jacobi weight function, v G GSJ , defined by

p+\

(2) v(x) = y(x) n \x - tj\y¡,       yj > -1, ; =0,... ,p + 1,
7=0

where -1 = t0 < r, < ••• < tp+x = 1, p > 0 and if/ > 0, \¡j g DT(J) . The set

of functions DT(I) for any finite interval / of length /(/) is defined by

rKD-wDT(I):=lg:   I      co,(g;t)t  Xdt<œ
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266 PHILIP RABINOWITZ

where the modulus of continuity co¡(g ; t) is given by

íú,(g;t):=     sup    \g(xx) - g(x2)\.

x, .x2ei

The numerical integration rules investigated are principally the interpolatory

rules based on sets of points Xn := {xin: i = 1, ... , n ; xjn ^ xjn if i ^ j},

possibly augmented by the point X. In many cases Xn will be the set of Gauss,

Radau or Lobatto points with respect to some w G A, i.e., the zeros of

(3) (l-xY(l+x)spn_r_s(x;(l-x)r(l+x)sw),        r, s G {0,1},

where  {pm(x; v) = Amxm + ■ ■ ■ ; Am > 0}  is the sequence of orthonormal

polynomials with respect to v . When k = v , it is usual to choose w = v .

Interpolatory rules for CPV integrals have been studied extensively by many

authors, both from theoretical and practical points of view [1,3,6,9]. In §2

we shall give the main convergence results for these rules. We shall also give

results on the numerical integration of ordinary integrals where the integrand

is an improperly integrable function belonging to the class Md(t\; k) where

-1 <£< 1. As in [10],

Md(Z;k) := {/: fe C({, 1], |/(*)| < F(x) in J, F = 0 in [-1,{],

(4) F is nonnegative, continuous and nondecreasing

in(i, I] and kF G LX(J)}.

For such functions / G Md(t\; k), various results are known about the con-

vergence to the (improper) integral of / of numerical integration rules which

either ignore or avoid the singularity at t\.

In §3 we shall study the convergence of interpolatory rules for I(kf; X) based

on Xn when f G Md(c¡ ; k). These rules have a very favorable convergence be-

havior for continuous functions for certain choices of Xn and k , in particular

when k = w G GSJ . Surprisingly, in the singular situation there are problems

when w G GSJ and the xin are zeros of (3) in the case when £ = -1 , and only

then. This is in contrast to the usual experience in numerical integration in the

presence of a singularity where there is much better convergence behavior when

£ is an endpoint than when t\ is an interior point; see e.g. [10].

In §4 we shall investigate the convergence of more general integration rules

for I(kf ; X) when / G Md(¿¡ ; k), a special case of which are the interpolatory

rules based on the set Xn U {X} with X ^ xin, i = 1, ... , n . For f G C,

the convergence behavior of these interpolatory rules is much more problematic

than in the case of rules based only on Xn. However, the complications imposed

by the singularity in / do not introduce additional difficulties. In fact, both

in the case discussed in §3 with <\ ± -I and in the case discussed in §4, the

influences of the singularities at t\ and at X are decoupled. Only when £ = -1

is there an interaction between the two singularities.

2. Preliminaries

Let / e Md(<\\ k) and let X g (c¡, 1), since otherwise I(kf; X) is not a

CPV integral. We define Nä(X) := [X - ö, X + S], where we restrict a so that
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NS(X) c (£, 1). It then follows by an argument similar to one involving

/ e C(J) that if k, f G DT(NÔ(X)), then I(kf; X) exists (see §3). Assume

now that we are given an arbitrary set Xn and a set of weights win(k),

i = 1,...,«, in the interpolatory product integration rule (IPIR)

(5) I(kg):=J   k(x)g(x)dx = In(kg) + En(g),

where

(6) Inikg):=Ywin(k)g(xin)
i=i

and where En(g) = 0 whenever g g Pn_x, the set of polynomials of degree

< n - 1 . If we define win(k ; X) by

Xin - Á

where

(8) Pnix):=fl(x-xin),
i=l

and define
n

(9) In(kg;X):=Ywin(k;X)gixin),
i=\

then

(10) I(kg;X) = In(kg;X) + En(g;X)

and En(g ; X) — 0 whenever g e Fn_, . The ^„(/c ; X) can be computed in a

stable manner once I(k ; A) is known [6].

We have the following estimates for En(g ; X) in terms of Ên(g) defined by

È„(g) '■= \\g - tn(g)\\, where t„(g; x) g Pn is the polynomial of best approxi-

mation to g.

If k g DT(Nâ(X)) n LX(J) and g G DT(NS(X)) n C(J), then

(H) En(g;X) = 0(A(Xn)lognÈn_x(g)),

where MXn) is the Lebesgue constant of X with respect to Lagrange interpo-

lation (cf. [1, (2.12)]), and furthermore

(12) En(g; X) = O í ¿ \wm(k; X)\ + \ogn\ Ên_x(g).

If k = w g GSJ , xin are the zeros of (3) and X ¿ t}., ;' = I,..., p, as we

shall always assume hereafter, then £"=1 1'"'/«^ ^)l = °0°g ") [•]> s0 tnat

(13) En(g;X) = 0(lognEn_x(g)).
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If kGDT(Ns(X))r\Lx(J), where S is such that t} <£ Nâ(X), j = 1, ... ,p,

and satisfies

(14) klog\k\GLx(J),        kw~X/2(l - x2)'X/4 G LX(J)

for some w G GSJ , and if xin are the zeros of (3), then (13) holds [9]. In what

follows, we shall always assume that k, Xn and / are such that En(f; X) =

o(l).

If we replace / by the polynomial interpolating / at the points Xn u {X}

with X±xin, i — 1,... , n , then we get the approximation

(15) I(kf;X) = în+x(kf;X) + Ên+x(f;X),

where

and En+X(f; X) = 0 if f G Pn, except that if k = w G A and x¡ are the zeros

of (3), then En+l(f; X) = 0 if fe P2n_r_s. Since it can be shown that

n

(iv) fn+1(fc/; a) = X>/b(*)/a(*j+/(a)/(*; ¿)
¡=1

and

(18) I(kf;X) = I(kf) + f(X)I(k;X),

where

(19) f(x):={

(f(x)-f(X))l(x-X),    x¿X,

f'(X), x = X, f'(X) exists,

0, otherwise,

it follows that En+x(f;X) = o(l) if the IPIR I„{kfx) converges to I(kf).
We see from (17) and (18) that one can use any product integration rule

(PIR) to approximate (18) and not necessarily an IPIR, i.e., the weights win(k)

in (17) may be replaced by the weights w¡n(k) in the arbitrary PIR

(20) J„ikg):=YWinik)sixin)

and the convergence in the CPV case for / will follow from the convergence

of (20) for f . For future reference, we define the companion rule to (6) by

n

(21) \In\(kg):=Y\wi„ik)\gix,n)-
i=i

The convergence of IPIR's for (bounded) Riemann-integrable functions has

been studied by several authors, and their results are summarized in the follow-

ing two theorems [11].
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Theorem A. Let w G A and xin be the zeros of (3). Then

(22) In(kg)^I(kg)    and    \I„\(kg) - I(\k\g)    as n - oo

for all g G R[J], the set of all Riemann-integrable functions on J, if k w     G

LX(J).

Theorem B. Let w G GSJ and xin be the zeros of

(1 -x)r(l +x)spn_r_s(x;w),       r,sG{0, 1};

then (22) holds for all g G R[J] if for some p > 1,

(a) kGLp,

(b) (l-x)-'+l/4(lur%l,2eI,,

(c) k(l-x)r-x/\l+x)s-x/4w-x/2GLp.

In [ 12], there is a result analogous to ( 11 ) for IPIR's, namely, that if g G C(J)

and k G LX(J),then

(23) En(kg) = 0(A(Xn)En_l(g)).

For the convergence of generalized piecewise polynomial PIR's defined in

[10] we have that In(kg) -+ I (kg) as n -> oo for all g G PC[J], the set of

piecewise continuous functions in J .

We now give some results on ignoring and avoiding the singularity in inte-

grating functions in Md(¿¡ ; k). Our first result is basic to future developments.

Theorem C [10]. Let t\ G [-1, 1) and f G Md(Ç;k). Assume that ln{kg) ->

I (kg) for all g G PC[J]. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that

7n(kf) ~* likf) is that, given e > 0 and n g (c¡, 1), there exists ß g (t¡, n)

such that for all n sufficiently large

(24) E ™in(k)f(xin:
x,<l

< e.

The corollaries in [10] are also of interest. In the following two corollaries,

we assume that -1 := x0n < xXn. Similar results exist for the case xXn = -I .

Corollary C.l. Assume that 7n(kg) —> I (kg) for all g G PC[J] and suppose

there exists a positive integer N, a point B g (-1, 1] and a positive constant c

such that

(25) \win(k)\ < c f*   \k(x)\dx
Jxi-t.n

for all n> N and all i such that -1 < xjn < B . Then 7„(kf) -► I(k f) for all

fGMd(-l;k).

Corollary C.2. Let Ç G (-1, 1) and assume that 7 „(kg) -* I (kg) for all g G

PC[J]. Suppose there exists a point B G (£0, 1] and a positive constant c such
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that (25) holds for all n sufficiently large and all i such that xKn < xin < B.

Then 7'n(kf) - I(kf) for all f G Md(¿¡;k). Consequently, 7n(kf) - I(kf)
if and only if wK„f(xK„) = o( 1 ).

Here, the index k is such that x,  , „ < £ < x„„, £n = limsup„__x^„ and
fv       1  , f! ft ft U ft —* CXj       ft ft

7n(kf) := 7„(kf)-wKnf(xKn), so that the approximation to I(kf) is given by

^2"i=K+i ™in fixin) ' a case °f av°iding the singularity, in contrast to Corollary

C. 1 where we ignore the singularity.

A consequence of these corollaries is that if w G GSJ and we consider

the Gauss rule GJ for I(wf), then GJ -> I(wf) for all f G Md(l;w)

G'nf —► I(wf) for all / G Md(<\; w). This results from the properties of the

Gauss points and weights with respect to w as given, say, in [5]. Furthermore,

if w is the Jacobi weight function

(26) w(x):=(l-x)a(l+x)ß,        a,ß>-l,

then, if / G Md(c¡ ; w) and c¡ = cos np/q , p, q integers, then Gnf —> I(wf),

while if £ = cos 7i T , x irrational, and

,,  x      r (x-ti)-\    x>Z, 0<y<l,
fiX) := 1  n ^ PI 0, x<£,,

then for almost all x, Gn/ —► I(wf) if y < j and for all t , Gn/ -^ I(wf) if

y > 5 [8, 15]. Analogous results hold for Radau and Lobatto rules with respect

to w [7].

A similar situation occurs in piecewise polynomial PIR's in that we ignore

the singularity when £, = -1 and avoid it when t\ > -1  [10].

3. Convergence results. I

We first remark that if fe Md(Ç; k) and kf G DT(NS(X)), then I(kf; X)
exists, since we can write

I(kf;X)= [   k(x)^\dx+-l  k(x)^\dx,
y_i       x — k       j m      x — a

where M := (Ç + X)/2. The first integral exists since \f(x)/(x - X)\ <

(X - M)~ \f(x)\, while the second integral exists as a CPV integral. In gen-

eral we shall assume that both k and / separately are in DT(Ng(X)).

We shall now investigate the convergence of the interpolatory integration rules

for CPV integrals given by (9) and (7) for singular functions f G Md(Ç; k). The

first thing we must assume about these rules is that they converge for functions

belonging to some smoothness class. Thus, if k = w G GSJ and xin are the

zeros of (3), then, by (13), it suffices that g G LD(l)nDT(Ns(X)) for In(wg;X)

to converge to I(wg ; X), where

LD(v) = {f:cOj(f;ô)logô-x =o(l), Ô ̂  0+,  v > 0},

and similarly, for the same points xin , if an arbitrary k G DT(NS(X)) satisfies

(14), for I „(kg; X) to converge to I(kg; X). For the more general case, using
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( 11 ), we require at least that / G LD(2) to insure convergence, since on the one

hand, LD( 1 ) D DT(J) D LD( l + n), n > 0, and on the other hand, the slowest

rate of growth of A(X„) is of the order of log n . This rate is achieved, for

example, when xjn are the zeros of Tn(x) or of (l-x )U„_2(x), theClenshaw-

Curtis points. For other sets of points, Xn , we may need more smoothness in

g.   Thus, if xin  are the zeros of the Legendre polynomials P„ '   (x), then
1 II

A(X„) ~ n ', and we require that g G HX/2+ri f°r some rj > 0, where

Hfi:={f:œJ(f;ô)<BÔ>i,  B>0}.

In any event, for a given k and X„ , we require a certain amount of smoothness

in g to ensure convergence. This smoothness is a global smoothness on / in

contrast to the local smoothness required to ensure the existence of I(kg ; X).

If / G Md(t¡; k), we cannot have this global smoothness but we shall instead

assume that / has the required smoothness in every closed subinterval A c

(£, 1]. We can now state our convergence theorem for I„(kf; X), which we

follow by several corollaries.

Theorem 1. Let f G Md(Ç; k) and assume that k and the sets X„ are such

that I „(kg; X) -> I (kg; X) for all g belonging to some smoothness class S(J) c

C(J). Assume that f belongs to S(A) for all closed intervals Ac (£, 1] and

that, given any e > 0 and any n e (<j;, 1] we can find a ß G (¿¡, n) such that

(27) Y   \win(k;X)\F(xin)<e

for all n sufficiently large, where F is the function given in (4). Then

(28) I„(kf;X)^> I(kf;X)     as n -* oo.

Proof (cf. [10, p. 152]). Let e > 0 be given. Since kF e LX(J), there exists

n g (£,, M] such that ¡* \k(x)F(x)\dx < s , where M := (Ç + X)/2 . Choose

ß G ({, r¡) such that (27) holds. We then have // \k(x)F(x)\dx <e. Define

now a function fß G S(J) by

fix), ß<x<l,

h(x), i<x<ß,

0, -l<x<Ç,

where h(x) is a function of smoothness class S[£,, ß] such that /„ e S(J)

and \h(x)\ < BF(x) in [Ç, ß] for some B > 0. For example, if S(J) = Hß ,

we can choose h to be a linear function such that h(¿¡) = 0 and h(ß) = f(ß),

in which case B = 1.

fB(x) :=
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We now have

\I„(kf;X)-I(kf;X)\

< \In(k(f - fß) ; X)\ + \I„(kJß ; X) - I(kfß ; X)\ + \I(k(f - fß) ; X)\

< Y   \w,„ik^)\(\fixi„)\ + \fß(xi„)\) + \In(kfß;X)-I(kfß;X)\
i<*,«<ß

+ s:k(x)f(x)
x-X

dx L
Is k(x)fß(x)

x-X
dx

<(l+B)e + \I„(kfß ; X) - I(kfß ;X)\ + (M-X)  '( 1 + B)s.

Since fß G S(J), I„(kfß ; X) -* I(kf' ß ; X) as n —> oo, which proves (28).

Corollary 1.1. Let there be given a sequence of sets X„, k G DT(Nâ(X)) n L, (/)

and f G Md(t\; k) such that the companion rules \I„\(kF) —► I(\k\F), where

F is given in (4). Assume that I „(kg; X) -> I(kg; X) for all g G S(J), that

f G S(A) for all closed intervals Ac(i, 1] and that

(29) I(kPn;X)lP'n(xin) = 0(wm(k))

for all indices i such that c¡ < xin < £ + 6 for some ô > 0, where P„ is given

by (8). Then (28) holds.

Proof. By Theorem C, X^<x <« \w¡nik)\Fix¡f) < e > where we can choose ß <

M. By (29),

\wJk;X)\ < C\wm(k)\l\xin-X\ < C(M-X)-X\wJk)\.

Hence, by Theorem 1, (28) holds.

Corollary 1.2. Let w G GSJ and let xin be the zeros of (3). Assume that

f G Md(c¡; w) n DT(Nâ(X)) and that f G LD(l) in all closed subintervals

A c (£, 1]. Let t\ = COS7ZT.

(a) If c¡ > -I, then l'n(wf; X) -* I(wf; X) as n -> oo.

(b) If t¡ = -I and y0 < { in (2), then (28) holds with k = w.
(c) If w is the Jacobi weight function (26) and x < 1 is a positive rational

number, then (28) holds. If x is irrational and \f(x)\ < B(x - cD~M

with p < j , then (28) holds for almost all ¿¡. Here also, k = w in (28).

Proof. Since I (wf) is a Gauss, Radau or Lobatto rule, we have by the remarks

following Corollary C.2 that l'„(wF) —> I(wF) in case (a) and I„(wF) —*

I(wF) in cases (b) and (c), where F is the function specified in (4). Further-

more, the weights wjn(w) are the Gauss, Radau or Lobatto weights pjn which

are positive. Hence, it remains to show that l'n(wg; X) —» I(wg; X) for all

g G LD(l)n DT(N6(X)) in case (a) and that (29) holds in all three cases. To

this end, we quote some results about the quantities appearing in (29) for the

Gauss case. As in [7,9], similar results hold for the Radau and Lobatto cases.
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From [5, (19)] we have that

i     \ -'      i       \/i 2 \>/2
win(w)=liin~n     WiXin)il - Xin)

and from [5, (17)] that

1 + xin ~ n~ ,        i = 1, 2, ... , /.

From [4, p. 170] we have that

l/PniXin) = An-lAñl!iinPn-liXin)> An-\An    < L

From [5, (22)],

\Pn-iixin)\~Mx,„)-X/2(l-x2f\

and from [2], we have that q„(X) :- I(p„ ; X) = 0(1). From these it follows

that (29) holds, since

\I{wr„ ; A)//>>,„)| = |«„«/i>;(x,„)|

= 0(v<*,„r"2ü-4>"4)

= 0("'")    lf{^-la„d,0<l/2.

Furthermore, since pK„ = o(l), it follows that wKn(w;X) = o(l), so that

l'„(wg ; X) —> /(wg ; A), which completes the proof.

We see that the case £ = -1 , which is a favorable case as far as convergence

of I„(wf) is concerned, is not favorable for the convergence of I„(wf; X) or

for that matter, of l'„(wf; X). This is so since Q„(X)/p'„(xln) does not tend

to zero as quickly as pin in the neighborhood of -1 . Even though we have

only that q„(X) = 0(1), we have in fact that q„(X) oscillates between two finite

bounds, so that q„(X) ^ o(l). Thus, for the normalized Legendre case, we have

[14, (8.21.19)]

q„(cosd) = (n(2n + l)/4/i sin 6)X/2 cos{(n + 1/2)6 + n/4} + 0(n~X),

and similar expressions exist for the Jacobi case.

4. Convergence results. II

We now investigate the convergence of I„+X(kf; X) to I(kf; X), or équiva-

lent^, that of I„(kfx) to I(kf). As indicated above, we need not restrict our

attention to IPIR's I „(kg) but can consider arbitrary PIR's 7„(kg), in partic-

ular the generalized piecewise polynomial PIR's studied in [10]. Thus, we state

our main theorem for arbitrary PIR's.

Theorem 2. Assume that 7„(kgx) —> I(kgf) for all gx G PC[J] and that

\7 \(kF) - l(\k\F) if f G Md(£,;k), where F is defined in (4). Then 7 (kf.)
^l(kf).
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Proof. If \I„\(kF) - I(\k\F), then by Theorem C, Z(<x¡t<fi \win(k)\F(x¡n) <

e. Henee,

Y   \win(k)\\f(xin)-f(X)\l\xin-X\<Be,
i<-\„<ß

so that by Theorem C, 7„(kfx) -* I(kfx).

We observe that f. has possible singularities at c¡ and X. If these are such

that a sequence of PIR's which ignore the singularities converges, then we can

use such rules, but it may turn out that we will have convergence only when we

avoid the singularities. If Ç = -1, we can generally ignore the singularity at t;.

If ¿l jz -1 , we may be able to ignore the singularity in some special cases but

generally we must avoid the singularity. As for the point X, since it is always

an interior point, we must in general avoid the singularity, although in special

situations, we can ignore it [8].

Before we apply Theorem 2 to derive some results on the convergence of

î„+x(kf;X) to I(kf;X) when / e Md(t\; k), we observe that we can use

Theorems 2 and 3 and Corollaries 3 and 4 in [10] to establish conditions for the

convergence of 7„(kfx) to I(kfx) when the 7n(kfx) are generalized piecewise

polynomial PIR's. Here also, we ignore the singularity when £ = -1 and avoid

it when ¿¡ ̂  -1 and for all X. We will not enter into the details here.

We now state our first corollary.

Corollary 2.1. Let w G A , let xin be the roots of (3) and let I„(kh) be an IPIR

that converges for all h G R[J]. If f G Md(^;k) n HX(N¿(X)) and \I„\(kF) -
I(\k\F), where F is defined in (4), then I„(kfx) -> I(kf).

Proof. In(kh) -> I(kh) for all h G R[J] implies that I„(kgx) -» I(kgx) if

gGHx(Nâ(X))nR[J].

We now introduce some notation similar to l'n . Let xa„ be the point in

X closest to X, where, if two points are closest to X, we choose xa > X.

Then I*(wg) := I„(wg) - wong(xa„) and í*{wg) := l'„(wg) -wa„g(xa„) =

Ciwg)-wK„g(xK„).

Corollary 2.2. Let w G A and let xin be the roots of '(3). Let k = w and assume

0 < b < w(x) < B for x G NÔ(X) U NÔ(Ç). If f G Md(Ç;w) and £ > -1,

then l'n*(wfx)^I(wfx).IffGHM(Ns(X)), p > \ , and \f(x)\ < fi,(*-£)-" ,

v < \, for Ç < x <¿¡ + S , then for almost all pairs (£,, X), I„(wf) -* I(wf).

Proof. In this case, wm(w) = pin. Since 0 < b < \w(x)\ < B in NS(X) U

NsiO, x]+x„-xjn - I In and p.„ ~ l/n for all xjn in NS(X) u Nsß)

[7], Since I„(wh) is a Gauss, Radau or Lobatto rule, l'„(wF) = |/^|(iî;.F) —»

I(\w\F) = I(wF). Furthermore, I*(wg.) —» I(wgx) for every gx G R[J].

Hence l'*(wfx) —> I(wfx). If the additional conditions in the corollary hold,

then using the results in [7], we see that we can drop the prime and the asterisk

from /'*  for almost all pairs (¿¡, X).
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Corollary 2.3. Let w G GSJ and xjn be the zeros of (3). If f G Md(t\ ; w) and

{ > -1, then T„\x(wf; X) - I(wf; X) and if t\ =-I, then ?n+x(wf; X) -
I(wf;X).

Proof. If ¿¡ > -1 and ¿¡, X ̂  /., j = 1, ... , p , as we have always assumed,

then there exists ô > 0 such that 0 < b < w(x) < B for x G NS(X) n A^). If

£ = -1, we know that I*(wfx) -> /(ttf/A) by taking 7n(wfx) to be /¡(w/A).

Corollary 2.4. Le/ u; be the Jacobi weight function (26), to xjn be the zeros of

(3) and let k g DT(Ns(X)) satisfy (14). Assume that f G Md(ä, ; k) and that k

is continuous and of bounded variation in Nâ(c;)\J Nâ(X). Then I*+X(kf; X) —>

I(kf; X). If ¿¡(X) = cos npIq , we can drop the prime (asterisk). If f G H   in

NS(X), p > \, we can drop the asterisk for almost all X. If \f(x)\ < B(x-c¡)~" ,

v < j , for I; < x <£,+S , we can drop the prime for almost all t\.

Proof. By Theorem 2 in [13], if x is a fixed point in (-1,1) and j is the

unique integer such that xJn < x < xJ+x „ and k satisfies (14) and is contin-

uous and of bounded variation in an open interval X which contains x, then
2   III

nwin(k) —► nk(x)(l - x ) ' as n —► oo, and the convergence is uniform in

any closed interval in X containing x. This implies that w¡n(k) ~ p. , so

that we can apply the same reasoning as used to prove Corollary 2.3 to show

that I*+X(kf; X) —> I(kf; X). The other results follow from convergence re-

sults for Gauss, Radau or Lobatto rules based on zeros of Jacobi polynomials in

which we can ignore the singularity instead of avoiding it in the circumstances

mentioned in the corollary.
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